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Privacy Preserving Ultra-Short-term Wind Power Prediction Based on Secure Multi Party
Computation
Hang Fan,Xiaoyu Fan,Tianyi Hao,Wei Wei,Kun Chen,Guosai Wang,Xiaofeng Jia,Yidong Li,Wei Xu

• We develop a vertical privacy preserving XGBoost prediction algorithm based on the secret sharing protocol in
the pwXGBoost model.

• We design a criterion to select the suitable participant wind farm in the pwXGBoost model.
• We test the wind farms in the field data from the wind farm cluster in the Inner Mongolian.
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ABSTRACT
Mining the spatial and temporal correlation of wind farm output data is beneficial for enhancing
the precision of ultra-short-term wind power prediction. However, if the wind farms are owned
by separate entities, they may be reluctant to share their data directly due to privacy concerns
as well as business management regulation policies. Although cryptographic approaches have
been designed to protect privacy in the process of data sharing, it is still a challenging problem to
encrypt the original data while extracting the nonlinear relationship among multiple wind farms
in the machine learning process. This paper presents pwXGBoost, a technique based on the
machine learning tree model and secure multi-party computation (SMPC) that can successfully
extract complicated relationships while preserving data privacy. A maximum mean discrepancy
(MMD) based scheme is proposed to effectively choose adjacent candidate wind farms to par-
ticipate in the collaborative model training, therefore improving the accuracy and reducing the
burden of data acquisition. The proposedmethodwas evaluated on real world data collected from
a cluster of wind farms in Inner Mongolia, China, demonstrating that it is capable of achieving
considerable efficiency and performance improvements while preserving privacy.

1. Introduction
1.1. Background and Motivation

The large-scale exploitation of renewable energy sources, such as wind power, has brought a large amount of
clean energy and reduced the CO2 emissions. However, the uncertainty and randomness of wind power pose serious
challenges to the operation of the power system [1]. On the electricity spot trading market, the bidding strategies of
wind farms heavily depend on the wind power predictions and severe deviations in bids are penalized. The economic
losses caused by inaccurate wind power forecasts can reach 10% of the wind farms’ electricity sales [2].

Due to the desire for high-quality wind power prediction, there have been tremendous studies in related fields.
At present, the core concept of ultra-short-term power prediction is to mine a variety of data such as historical power
generation data and Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) data of local wind sites through artificial intelligence and
statistical learning methods, so as to develop high-precision prediction models. At the same time, wind farms are
usually located in close proximity to each other, there is a strong spatial and temporal correlation pattern among the
sites. Utilizing this correlation pattern can considerably enhance the power prediction accuracy of wind farms. As a
result, more studies have been conducted in recent years by assuming that the data of all wind farms in the cluster can be
obtained. Through combining graph machine learning and other nonlinear methods to extract the spatial and temporal
correlation among neighboring wind farms, the prediction accuracy can be effectively improved [3, 4]. However,
historical wind power data is often owned by different companies. The long-time historical wind power can reflect the
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production and operation status of the wind farms in the electricity market and is confidential to each other. The NWP
data is purchased by wind farms at high cost, thus they are hesitant to share with others. Therefore, the direct sharing
of wind power data may be restricted by data management policies due to the privacy and security of the data. How
to use data from neighboring wind farms without compromising privacy is considered as the last mile and the most
difficult part of the application of spatial and temporal correlation methods in practice.
1.2. Previous Study and Literature Review

Some research is brought out to predict the wind power while preserving the original data. For this problem,
article [5] classify the solutions into three classes, namely data transformation method, decomposition method and
secure multi-party computation method. According to the definition, the data transformation method normally refer
to adding some random noise to the original data before the fitting process to protect the privacy which is called
differential privacy [6]. Although the differential privacy is successful to protect the privacy in the picture recognition
area, it is not suitable for the wind power prediction [7]. The picture recognition is a classification problem while the
wind power prediction is a regression problem which is more sensitive to the input data. Any disturb to the wind power
data can lead to a decrease of accuracy which is unacceptable for the power market and the wind farm owner.

Decomposition method regards the prediction problem as an optimization problem and decomposes it into several
sub-problems and allows each data provider to solve it separately. Carla [8] emphasizes the forecast skill improvement
due to the spatial and temporal dependencies in the time series and the business competition among wind farms.
Therefore, [8] formulates a framework which combines the data transformation methods and the alternating direction
method multipliers (ADMM). In [9], a data market even been designed to encourage the wind farms to share their data
to improve the prediction accuracy. Han [10] designed an regression market for wind power forecasting and use the
LASSO regulation as the reference for the data pricing. However, wind farm power is highly nonlinear, and the lasso
method, as a linear prediction method, is inherently difficult to capture the spatial and temporal correlation among wind
farms, so the prediction accuracy in practice is not always satisfactory. In practical wind farm power prediction tasks,
multiple nonlinear prediction methods such as machine learning, XGBoost or even neural networks and their combined
derivative models are more often used. And as stated in the article [8], privacy methods using ADMM methods for
solving cannot be directly extended to nonlinear prediction scenarios. Therefore, there is an urgent demand to explore
how to consider data privacy in nonlinear prediction models.

Secure multi-party computation in article [5] is a generalized privacy preserving computation framework [5]. This
topic is an active research field in computer science and data mining because it is compatible with non-linear operation
[11]. It calls for the fusion of classical secure multi-party computation [12], federated learning [13] and other classical
cryptography theory such as homomorphic encryption [14].

Classical secure multi-party computing techniques include secret sharing, oblivious transmission, and garbled
circuit, which are mainly derived from the "millionaire’s problem" in 1982 [12]. In 1986, Yao proposed the theory of
the garbled circuit, which became the first general multi-party secure computing scheme [15]. After several years
of development, the classical secure multi-party computation consists of multiple cryptography protocols such as
garbled circuit [16], oblivious transmission [17] and secret sharing [18]. Garbled circuit is performed by constructing
a circuit and obfuscating the signals on the circuit, while secret sharing is performed by splitting the secret data into
multiple slices and performing computation on the slices. Because secret sharing protocol is more friendly for the
computation, most advanced privacy preserving computation platform adopt this protocol [19, 20], and it quickly
becomes a popular method in recent studies. For example, article [21] uses the secret share to realize the fully privacy
preserving distributed optimization of power system.

Federated learning is a distributed machine learning method proposed by Google in 2016 [22] that enables mul-
tiple mutually untrusted training data providers to collaboratively train machine learning models by exchanging inter-
mediate computational results such as gradients or parameters without exchanging raw data. According to the different
data distribution among participants, federation learning is generally classified into three types: horizontal federated
learning [11], vertical federated learning [11] and federated transfer learning [23]. Horizontal federation is mainly
used for sample federation between two parties with the same or similar business model, and there is a lot of feature
overlap in the data of each party, but less overlap in the number of users. Longitudinal federation is mainly used for
feature federation between two parties with different business modes but the same or similar users, with less feature
overlap but more user overlap. Federated migration is mainly used for forward learning between two parties with less
intersection of industry and users, and there is less overlap of features and users in the data of all parties. There are
many scenarios that the federated learning is used to protect the privacy. [24] used the federated learning for the volt-
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age prediction in the local energy community. In [25], the federated fuzzy k-means is used to analyze the smart grid
meter data. Federated learning can also be used with the reinforcement learning. In [26], a federated reinforcement
learning method is designed for the peer-to-peer energy trading and the carbon allowance trading. Article [27] uses the
horizontal federated reinforcement learning to predict the wind power which can leverage the wind farms in a cluster.
However, it can not extract the wind farm spatialtemporal relationship which is implied by the wind power data at the
same time. In 2019, it was demonstrated that the gradients or parameters exchanged during federation learning can
be used to infer or even recover the original data information [28], currently, the exchange process usually requires
cryptography-based techniques (e.g., MPC) or homomorphic cryptography to avoid these risks [29]. On the other
hand, the performance of the federated learning will decrease if the data distribution of the participants are non-iid
such as the feature distribution skew, label distribution skew and quantity skew [30]. Take the wind power prediction
case for example, if the wind data of the participants do not follow similar distributions or appear to be non-iid, it is
more difficult to identify the spatial temporal correlation patterns.

Homomorphic encryption is a classical encryption method to protect data privacy by directly encrypting the plain-
text, performing various operations under the ciphertext, and finally obtaining the resulting ciphertext. Homomorphic
encryption can be classified into Fully Homomorphic, Somewhat Homomorphic, and Partially Homomorphic [31, 29]
depending on the degree of support for an unlimited number of arbitrary homomorphic operations. Homomorphic
encryption allows arbitrary computation of the ciphertext without decryption, but its performance is too slow to be-
come practical. According to the latest Fully Homomorphic computation benchmark [32] in 2022, the homomorphic
computation is orders of magnitude slower than plaintext. The limited computational speed constrains its practical
application [33].
1.3. Contribution and Paper Organization

Although there are some works aim to preserve the privacy in the prediction process, there are still two main
problems. The first problem is the current privacy preserving method can not fully utilize the spatial and temporal
correlation while safely preserving the data privacy. Although some researchers use the federated learning method
such as the FedAVG to fusion the gradient of the neural network, it follows the horizontal data fusionmethod. It is more
similar to the transfer learning which is suitable when the wind power data is sufficient and horizontally partitioned
among wind farms rather than the case that the wind farm can boost his own prediction accuracy by utilizing the
spatial and temporal relationship with others. Moreover, the classic federated learning method is not safe enough for
the collaborative modeling and prediction [28]. Current privacy preserving prediction method which can extract the
spatial and temporal relationship is based on Lasso-var and it is a linear method [8]. But the spatial and temporal
relationship is highly nonlinear, and the feature extraction ability of linear method is limited. Using homomorphic
encryption and other full ciphertext computing methods can solve the nonlinear problem in the extraction of spatial
and temporal correlation, but the expensive computation cost makes it impractical [29]. The second problem is the
participant selection. If the data of each wind farm exhibits significant difference in their distributions, the non-iid
feature will effect the performance of prediction. Besides, if the number of wind farms in the collaborated power
prediction is extremely great, the communication cost will compromise the timeliness of the ultra-short-term prediction
model. If insufficient wind farms participate in the collaborative model training, spatial and temporal correlation will
not be utilized to its full potential. Therefore, we designed a method named pwXGBoost based on vertical data fusion
strategy and the secret sharing protocol which is scalable to extract the nonlinear spatial and temporal correlation pattern
of several wind farms. In the pwXGBoost model, we also borrowed ideas from personalized federation learning [34]
to screen participants for the collaborative modeling task.

The contribution of this paper is three-fold:
(1) We develop a vertical privacy preserving XGBoost prediction algorithm based on the secret sharing protocol

in the pwXGBoost model. It has the following advantages. First, it is scalable to the nonlinear data and complex
modeling of the spatial and temporal correlation compared to the renowned Lasso-var method. Second, it can realize a
lossless and secure computation of XGBoost. It is more precise than the data transformation methods and more secure
than the conventional federated learning.

(2) We design a criterion to select the suitable participant wind farm in the pwXGBoost model. In the criterion,
during the collaborative training process the maximum mean discrepancy index is adopted to assess the similarity
of the wind farm data distribution and it can select the wind farm which is most useful for the spatial and temporal
correlation extraction.

(3) We test the wind farms in the field data from the wind farm cluster in the Inner Mongolian. The data of some
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nearby wind farms in the cluster are combined to predict the wind power of the target wind farm. The experiment
results show that the proposed pwXGBoost method is superior than all the baseline methods which only uses local
data or a linear model. The prediction time is also acceptable for the practical application.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 will formulate the mathematical model of the privacy
preserving ultra-short-term wind power prediction. Section 4 develops the privacy preserving XGBoost model based
on secret sharing protocol. Section 5 describes the implementation process of the privacy preserving ultra-short-term
wind power prediction. Section 6 analyzes the security of the proposed approach. The privacy preserving prediction
algorithm is tested on the wind farm cluster from Inner Mongolian and the effectiveness is validated in Section 7
Finally. Conclusions are drawn in Section 8.

2. Preliminary
2.1. Traditional Wind Farm Power Prediction

Wind power forecast is a classical time series prediction problem which have been extensively studied. For ultra-
short-term wind power prediction, traditionally only the data of the local wind farm is used for the modeling.

Pt+H = f (Pt−M+1∶t, Vt+1∶t+N ) (1)
Where Pt−M+1∶t is the local historical wind power of the wind farm and Vt+1∶t+N is the local NWP of the wind farm.
Recently, it has been recognized that exploiting the spatial and temporal correlation can improve forecast accuracy [3].
Therefore, the wind power prediction can be modeled as follows:

P it+H = f (P 1t−M+1∶t, ..., P
i
t−M+1∶t, ..., P

n
t−M+1∶t, ..., V

1
t+1∶t+N , ...V

i
t+1∶t+N , ...V

n
t+1∶t+N ) (2)

Where P it−M+1∶t ∈ RM×1 is the historical wind power of wind farm i and the step length for the prediction is M .
V i
t+1∶t+N ∈ RN×k is the matrix of NWP data for wind farm i and the step length for the NWP data isN . The variable

number of NWP data is k. Normally, the next 4 hour wind power are to be predicted and the time interval is 15min,
soH = 16. Function f is the prediction model which can be linear model such as Lasso, neural network or XGBoost
model. In the prediction model, although only the wind power of wind farm i needed to be predicted, the historical
wind power and NWP data of other nearby wind farms are used. For a wind farm cluster, if the wind farms in this
cluster are belong to the same owner, this kind of centralized prediction model is acceptable. However, when the
wind farms in the cluster are the assets of different stakeholders, direct data sharing is not appropriate. Therefore, it is
necessary to develop the privacy preserving prediction model.
2.2. A Brief Review of XGBoost

XGBoost is an ensemble of tree models to boost the performance of a single tree which is very popular in wind
power prediction[35]. For a datasetX ∈ RM×N withM samples andN features. XGBoost can predict the i-th sample
xi ∈ R1×N by using T regression function as follows:

ŷi =
T
∑

t=1
ft(xi) (3)

XGBoost is sequentially trained by calculating ŷ(t)i = ŷ(t−1)i + ft(xi), where a new tree ft(xi) is used to train the
residual of the target and the prediction in the previous iteration. For the given loss function l, a second-order Tylor
expansion is used to approximate it in t-th iteration as follows:

 ≈
N
∑

i=1
[l(yi, ŷ

(t−1)
i ) + gift(xi) +

1
2
ℎif

2
t (xi)] + Ω(ft) (4)
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Ω(ft) = U + 1
2
�||!||2 (5)

Where ŷ(t−1)i is the current prediction results, Ω is the regulation term, U is the number of leaves in the tree,  and
� are the hyper-parameters to restrict the tree number and weights respectively. gi = )ŷ(t−1)i

l(yi, ŷ
(t−1)
i ) and ℎi =

)2
ŷ(t−1)i

l(yi, ŷ
(t−1)
i ) are the first and second order derivative statistics of loss function. The tree model starts from s single

leaf node which includes all samples. Then the node recursively splits the current samples into left and right subsets
denoted by IL and IR. The loss function after the split is

split ≈
1
2
[
(
∑

i∈IL gi)
2

∑

i∈IL ℎi + �
+
(
∑

i∈IR gi)
2

∑

i∈IR ℎi + �
−
(
∑

i∈II gi)
2

∑

i∈II ℎi + �
] −  (6)

Where the best split is the one with the highest split. The weight w of each leaf is calculated in equation (10)

w = −

∑

i∈Iu gi
∑

i∈Iu ℎi + �
(7)

When the depth of the tree reach the highest, the training of XGBoost terminates [35].

3. Problem Definition
Due to the privacy concern, wind farms can hardly share their data directly without any constrains. Because

once the wind power data of the wind farms are copied to other places, the risk of data abuse seems inevitable. The
privacy-preserving wind farm power prediction allows wind farms to access the data of other adjacent wind farms to
train the prediction model jointly without knowing the exact values of those data. In this section, the ultrashort-term
wind power forecast problem is formulated as follows:

P it+H = f ([P 1t−M+1∶t], ..., P
i
t−M+1∶t, ..., [P

n
t−M+1∶t], ..., [V

1
t+1∶t+N ], ...V

i
t+1∶t+N , ...[V

n
t+1∶t+N ]) (8)

Where [] is the secret share encryption of the variable. Through the secret share encryption, the data and computation
is only known by the owner of the data [36]. [P nt−M+1] is the vector of the wind power in the secret share cipher
text of P nt−M+1 ∈ RM×1 fow wind farm n. [V n

t+1∶t+N ] is the matrix in the secret share cipher text of NWP matrix
V n
t+1∶t+N ∈ RN×k for wind farm n. M is the step length of historical wind power used in the prediction. N is the

step length of NWP data used in the prediction. Prediction function f uses the cipher text of the nearby wind farms to
predict their own wind power in the next few hours.

As we know, the prediction model is constructed by the operation such as addition, multiplication, division,
compare and so on. Those operation can be also implemented in the secure share protocol to protect the privacy [19].
The example of addition and multiplication is shown in Figure 1.

For the secure addition, two part holds number a and b separately. According to secret share protocol, number a
is divided into two random number a1 and a2. Number b is divided into two random number b1 and b2. Then a1 and
b1 are sent to one computing server to get a1 + b1. In the meanwhile, a2 and b2 are sent to another computing server
to get a2 + b2. By add the number of a1 + b1 and a2 + b2, the results of a + b is worked out. If the two computing
server will not collude, the privacy of a and b is also guaranteed. The computing process is similar for the secure
multiplication. a1 × b1, a2 × b2, a1 × b2 and a2 × b1 are calculated separately on the computing server. Then the results
of a × b can be worked out by adding those four components. If those four computing server not collude, the privacy
can also be guaranteed. It The basic computation operation such as add, multiply and compare based on secret share
is described in the Appendix A. By utilizing the basic operation, we can construct the derivative operation such as
division, activation function and sort. By leveraging the basic operation and derivative operation, we can build the
complex machine learning method to approximate the wind power prediction function shown in equation (2). The
process is shown in Figure 2.
fanhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 5 of 21
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Figure 1: The Illustration of Secure Addition and Secure Multiplication

Figure 2: The Construction of Complex Machine Learning Model

4. Privacy Preserving Ultra-short-term Wind Power Prediction
4.1. The Overview of Privacy Preserving Ultra-short-term Wind Power Prediction

The basic idea of privacy preserving ultra-short-term wind power prediction is using the data of other wind farms
to enhance the accuracy of prediction model. Indeed, not only the historical wind power but also the NWP data can
be utilized in the privacy preserving training process. There are two ways of utilizing and fusing the data as shown in
Figure 3. The first one is using the historical wind power, NWP and the labels of all the wind farms to train a model
which is similar to the transfer learning [37]. It is a horizontal data fusion method. The problem for this data fusion
method is that the spatial and temporal relationship is not well considered. The second one incorporates the historical
wind power and NWP of other wind farms at the same time to predict the label which resembles a centralized prediction
method. It is a vertical data fusion method. In the wind power prediction tasks, the spatial and temporal correlation
is included in the wind power and NWP at the same time, so the vertical data fusion method is more suitable for this
case.

The participants are divided into active parties and passive parties. In wind power prediction, the active party is
the wind farm who would like to predict the wind power using the data from other wind farms. They have both feature
data and label data. The passive party is the wind farm who only has the feature data. It lends data to the active party.
However, when the active party initiated a request for a prediction, the active party need to select the appropriate wind
farms to act as the passive party. If too many wind farms take part in the training process, the massive communication
will decrease the training efficiency, and the discrepancy of the sample distribution will also effect the prediction
accuracy. If there is not enough wind farms in the training process, the spatial and temporal correlation pattern cannot
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Figure 3: Horizontal and Vertical Data Fusion Method

be fully and accurately explored.
Therefore, in our pwXGBoost model, we divide the privacy preserving ultra-short-term wind power prediction

process into two parts as shown in Figure 4. The first part is the selection of the participant wind farms (Section 4.2) and
the second part is the privacy preserving XGBoost algorithm for ultra-short-term wind power prediction (Section 4.3).

Server 1

Server 2

Server 3

Server 4

MPC
Protocol

1) The Selection of Participant 
Wind Farms

…

2) Privacy Preserving XGBoost
Algorithm 

𝑥! ", 𝑥# "… , 𝑥$ "

𝑥! %, 𝑥# %… , 𝑥$ %

𝑥! &, 𝑥# &… , 𝑥$ &

𝑥! ', 𝑥# '… , 𝑥$ '

Plaintext computation Ciphertext computation

Data Wind farm 2Data Wind farm 1 Data Wind farm 3

Data Target 
wind farm

Data Wind farm 
N-3

Data Wind farm 
N-2

Data Wind farm 
N-1

Data Wind farm 
N

Data Wind farm A Data Wind farm B

Data Target 
wind farm

Data Wind farm C Data Wind farm D

Figure 4: The Privacy Preserving Ultra-short-term Wind Power Prediction Process

4.2. The Selection of Participant Wind Farms
In the privacy preserving ultra-short-term wind power prediction, it is necessary to select the wind farms which

would like to engage in the data sharing. The reasonable selection of participant can increase the prediction accuracy.
Since the nearby wind farms have greater influence on the wind farm in the active party, we use the Gaussian

distance function and adjacent matrix to determine which wind farm can be used in the prediction process. To make
fanhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 7 of 21
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full use of the spatial and temporal correlation, the wind farms with similar distribution can be selected into a group
and we use the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) to calculate the distribution distance. MMD is widely used in
the transfer learning which can measure the distance of two distribution. The multi kernel variant of MMD is used
here which maps the data distributions into a Reproducing Kernel Hibert Space (RKHS). For two distribution d1 and
d2, the square of MMD between the two distributions can be calculated as

MMD2(d1, d2) =
‖

‖

‖

E
[

�(d1)
]

− E
[

�(d2)
]

‖

‖

‖

(9)
Where �(⋅) is the mapping to RKHS. In practice, the mapping is unknown and we can use the kernel trick to

replace the inner product. The result is

MMD2(d1, d2) = E
[

K(d1, d1)
]

+ E
[

K(d2, d2)
]

− 2E
[

K(d1, d2)
] (10)

Where K(d1, d2) = [�(x), �(y)] is the desired kernel function. Because the wind farms are located in a region
and the spatial and temporal correlation is closely related to the distribution distance, the adjacent matrix is defined as
follows:

Ai,j =

{

exp
(

−MMD
2(i,j)

�2

)

, if RMMD2(i, j) ≤ � ∗ mean

0, otherwise (11)

Where MMD2(i, j) is the maximum mean discrepancy distance between wind farm i and wind farm j, � is the
standard deviation of the distance between nwind farms and � is the threshold. In our case, we set the half of the mean
distance as the threshold. For wind farm i, only the wind farms whose Ai,j ≠ 0 are chosen as the participants.
4.3. The Privacy Preserving XGBoost Algorithm for Ultra-short-term Wind Power Prediction

XGBoost is a method which is widely used in the wind power prediction[38, 39]. There have been a number of
widely adoptedXGBoost programming packages, such asXGBoost [35], LightGBM [40] andCatBoost [41]. However,
they are restricted to the centralized setting and are not applicable when data privacy is considered. Although there
are some open-source privacy-preserving machine learning framework such as Pysytft [42] and FedML [43], they do
not support XGBoost. Even though the FATE platform [44] can provide the XGBoost function, long encryption keys
are required to ensure security. However, long keys can significantly slow down the computation, and the potential of
privacy invading remains a problem. Therefore, it is necessary to build the XGBoost model based on secure multi-party
computation which can fully preserve data privacy and is also effective in practice.

For the privacy preserving XGBoost algorithm for ultra-short-term wind power prediction, it can be divided into
a training stage and a prediction stage. In the training stage, the historical wind power and NWP data of passive
parties and the active party at time t is fused in a vertical way as the feature, and the wind power to be predicted is the
label. The privacy computation method is used because it can fuse the data from different sources without knowing
their values. The prediction algorithm can be trained without compromising privacy. For the prediction stage, the
encrypted historical wind power and NWP data are transmitted to the trained model and output the predicted wind
power. This part is also shown in Figure 4.

According to the secure multi party computation theory, some wind farms are selected out as the computing server
node randomly. The secret share of the data of each wind farm rather than the original data are sent to the computing
server node. In this way, if the computing server node not collude, the security is guaranteed. We will discuss the
details of the privacy preserving XGBost model based on secret sharing in Section 5.

5. Privacy Preserving XGBoost Algorithm Based on Secret Sharing
In this section, we present the design and details of privacy preserving XGBoost Algorithm based on 2-out-of-4

secret sharing protocol.

fanhang et al.: Preprint submitted to Elsevier Page 8 of 21
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Figure 5: The Training Process of Privacy Preserving XGBoost in Secret Sharing

5.1. Overall Description of Privacy Preserving XGBoost Model
The whole training process of the secure XGBoost model is shown in Figure 5. For the vertical privacy preserving

XGBoost model, there are m participants take part in the computation. Here we note the active party to be party 1, and
the passive parties to be party 2,⋯ , m.
5.1.1. Secure Model Training Process

The algorithm of the secure XGBoost model is shown in Algorithm 1. The model is trained among the active
party, passive party and the ciphertext backend. The input datasets of the algorithm including the feature set {Xk}M×Nk(1 ≤ k ≤ m) provided by all them parties and the label set {y}M owned by the active party. During the training process,
we train the T decision trees sequentially.

For the t-th tree, at the beginning, we compute the prediction result ŷi (1 ≤ i ≤ M) of the first t − 1 trees. Then
we compute the first and second order gradients, which are gi and ℎi (1 ≤ i ≤M) respectively. We encrypt them and
send [gi] and [ℎi] (1 ≤ i ≤ M) to the cipher end. For each tree, we are specified the value D which is the max depth
of tree. We build the root node u0 at first, and set the sample space Iu0 to be the set of all samples. Then we split from
the root node depth by depth. For each node at a specified depth, the active party send its sample space I to all passive
parties. Then for each party k, do binning on the feature dataset Xk and sample space I . Encrypt the binning result
as [Xbink

] and send it to the cipher and, and save the binning boundaries to local storage. On the cipher end, for each
party, aggregate the encrypted gradients based on the encrypted binning results, and send the encrypted [Gk] and [Hk]to the active party. On the active party, decrypt the aggregated gradients and compute the information gain for each
party and each feature, and then decide the optimal split (k∗, j∗, s∗). Send the optimal split to the corresponding party,
to compute the sample space of the child nodes. Repeat this process until the maximum depth is reached, and then
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Algorithm 1 The main process of training a federated XGBoost model
Input: On party k (1 ≤ k ≤ m): {Xk}M×Nk

, the feature dataset of the k-th party
Input: On active party: {y}M , the truth label dataset
Input: T , number of trees; D, maximum depth of tree splitting; B, number of bins;  , minimum loss reduction for a

split; �, L2 regularization term
Output: The t-th decision tree for 1 ≤ t ≤ T . The main tree structure is stored on the active party, while the binning

boundaries are stored distributed across all parties.
1: for 1 ≤ t ≤ T do
2: ŷi ←

∑t−1
i=1 fi(xi)

3: gi ← −yi +
1

1+e−ŷi
, ℎi ← e−ŷi

(1+e−ŷi )2
4: Active party: Encrypt all gradients gi and ℎi. Send all [gi] and [ℎi] to the ciphertext side.
5: Initialize a new tree, add the root node u0 to it
6: For root node u0, set the sample space Iu0 ← {1, 2,⋯ ,M}
7: for 1 ≤ d ≤ D do
8: for each tree node on depth d − 1 (parallelizable on all nodes) do
9: Active party: For this tree node, send its sample space I to all passive parties
10: for 1 ≤ k ≤M (parallelizable on all k) do
11: Party k: Do binning on I and Xk, getting the binning result Xbink and binning boundaries bk,j for 1 ≤

j ≤ Nk (Algorithm 2). Encrypt Xbink and send [Xbink ] to the ciphertext side. Save the binning boundaries
bk,j to local storage for 1 ≤ j ≤ Nk.

12: Ciphertext Side: According to [gi], [ℎi] and [Xbink ], compute the aggregated gradients [Gk] and [Hk](Algorithm 3). Send the aggregated gradients [Gk] and [Hk] to the active party. For the active party
(k = 1), this process can be computed in pure plain text on the active party itself instead.

13: end for
14: Active party: Decrypt the aggregated gradients [Gk] and [Hk] for all k, get Gk and Hk. Compute the best

split (k∗, j∗, s∗) of this tree node (Algorithm 4), where k∗ is the split party, j∗ is the split feature ID on
party k∗, and s∗ is the position of split point on feature j∗. Send the tuple (j∗, s∗ to party k∗. (It is possible
that the split gain is not greater than 0. In that case, continue to the next node without splitting the tree.)

15: Party k∗: According to (j∗ and s∗), for sample vector I , determine the left sample space IL (Algorithm
5). Send IL to the active party.

16: Active Party: Compute IR ← I − IL. Split the current tree node into two child nodes to join the node
queue, assign IL and IR to them respectively.

17: end for
18: end for
19: for each leaf node u in the tree do
20: Compute the weight wu ← −

∑

i∈Iu gi
∑

i∈Iu ℎi+�
.

21: end for
22: Add the new generated decision tree to the model.
23: end for
24: return the generated model with all trees

compute the weight of each leaf node. After that, add the new generated tree to the model.
5.1.2. Secure Gradient Computation

The local binning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. On each active or passive party, after getting the feature
dataset {Xk}M×Nk

, process a quantile binning algorithm on each column based on the sample space I . The binning
result Xbink is encrypted and send to the cipher end, while the binning boundaries are saved to local storage.

The secure gradient aggregation algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. For each feature j and each bin b, find out
the set of samples which appear in that bin. To preserve security, the process of dividing samples into bins is still in
an encrypted computation, and the result is an encrypted 0-1 vector [f lag]. After that, aggregate the gradients with the
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Algorithm 2 Local binning algorithm on Party k
Input: I , sample space of the current tree node (a list composed of sample indexes)
Input: {Xk}M×Nk

, feature dataset of party k.
Input: B, number of bins.
Output: Xbink , binned result of party k; bk,j (1 ≤ j ≤ Nk), binning boundary vectors
1: Xbink ← {−1}M×Nk2: for 1 ≤ j ≤ Nk do
3: Process a quantile binning on the j-th column of Xk based on the sample space I , where the number of bins is

B. Assume the vector {xbinj }M to be the binning result, and bk,j is the binning boundary vector. xbinj is a vector
of length m, where the values are between 0 andM − 1. bk,j is a vector of length B − 1.

4: for 1 ≤ i ≤M do
5: if i ∈ I then
6: {Xbink }i,j ← {xbinj }i
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for
10: return Xbink , bk,j (1 ≤ j ≤ Nk)

Algorithm 3 Cipher gradient aggregation of party k on the ciphertext side (for the active party, this algorithm can be
run in pure plain text on the active party)
Input:

[

gi
] and [ℎi

] (1 ≤ i ≤M), encrypted gradient vectors
Input: [Xbink ]M×Nk

, encrypted binned result of party k
Output:

[

Gk
]

,
[

Hk
], encrypted aggregated gradients for party k

1:
[

Gk
]

← [0]Nk×B ,
[

Hk
]

← [0]Nk×B2: for 1 ≤ j ≤ Nk do
3: for 1 ≤ b ≤ B do
4: for 1 ≤ i ≤M do
5: [f lag]← [Xbink ]i,j = b
6: [Gk]j,b ← [Gk]j,b + [f lag] ∗

[

gi
]

7: [Hk]j,b ← [Hk]j,b + [f lag] ∗
[

ℎi
]

8: end for
9: end for
10: end for
11: return

[

Gk
]

,
[

Hk
]

weight [f lag]. Send the aggregated gradients [Gk] and [Hk] to the active party.
5.1.3. Secure Split

The tree node splitting algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. On the active party, after collecting all encrypted
aggregated gradients from the cipher end, decrypt them to get Gk and Hk (1 ≤ k ≤ m). Then for each party, each
feature and each split position, compute the information gain based on aggregated gradients. Unless the information
gains are non-positive for all splits, find the optimal split (k∗, j∗, s∗) with the best information gain v∗, and split the
tree node to two child nodes.

The sample splitting algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. After party k∗ receives the optimal split (j∗, s∗), it
compares the corresponding feature values in the sample space with the binning boundary of the optimal split, and
decide whether each sample should be allocated to the left or right child node. After getting the result, return the left
sample space IL to the active party.
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Algorithm 4 Compute the optimal split point on the active party
Input: I , sample space of the current tree node (a list composed of sample indexes)
Input: {Gk}Nk×B , {Hk}Nk×B , aggregated gradients from all parties 1 ≤ k ≤ m
Input:  , minimum loss reduction for a split; �, L2 regularization term
Output: k∗, party ID of the optimal split; j∗, feature ID of the optimal split on party k∗; s∗, position of the optimal

split on feature j∗ of party k∗
1: k∗ ← null, j∗ ← null, s∗ ← null, v∗ ← 0
2: for 1 ≤ k ≤ m do
3: for 1 ≤ j ≤ Nk do
4: G ←

∑B
b=1{Gk}j,b,H ←

∑B
b=1{Hk}j,b

5: GL ← 0, GR ← G,HL ← 0,HR ← H
6: for 1 ≤ s ≤ B − 1 do
7: GL ← GL + {Gk}j,s,HL ← HL + {Hk}j,s
8: GR ← G − GL,HR ← H −HL

9: v← 1
2

(

G2L
HL+�

+
G2R

HR+�
− G2

H+�

)

− 

10: if v > v∗ then
11: k∗ ← k, j∗ ← j, s∗ ← s, v∗ ← v
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: end for
16: return k∗, j∗, s∗

Algorithm 5 Sample splitting on party kopt
Input: I , sample space of the current tree node (a list composed of sample indexes)
Input: j∗, feature ID of the optimal split on party k∗; s∗, position of the optimal split on feature j∗ of party k∗
Input: {Xk∗}M×Nk∗

, feature dataset of party k∗.
Input: {bk∗,j∗}B−1, binning boundaries of the j∗-th feature.
Output: IL, sample space of the left child node
1: IL ← {}
2: for i ∈ I do
3: if {Xk∗}i,j∗ ≤ {bk∗,j∗}s∗ then
4: IL ← IL ∪ {i}
5: end if
6: end for
7: return IL

6. Security Analysis
Security assumptions. For scalability and generality, we model all the participantN wind farms as data providers
who agree to contribute their data for power prediction in a privacy-preserving way, and for any t-out-of-n secret
sharing protocols, we further select n wind farms as the computation servers to carry the ciphertext computation,
where n ≤ N and t < n. The t-out-of-n secret sharing protocol guarantees that any set of t computation servers
together can reconstruct the raw data while any set less then t servers learns nothing. The computation servers are
connected through secure channels, hold the secret shares of all the data providers data and execute the agreed secure
protocols. Through this model, our method can be extended to any number wind farms with willingness to share their
data and suitable for any t-out-of-n secret sharing protocols.

Similiar to othermain-stream privacy-preserving applications [45, 46, 47], we define our securitymodel as honest-
majority and semi-honest model [48] for practical performance. The above model assumes that during the ciphertext
computation, no more than a half computation servers are corrupted together (t < n

2 ) and the corrupted servers will
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follow the agreed protocol while try to learn as much information as possible about the others. Informally, a protocol
is secure in the above model if the information that the corrupted servers gained is not distinguishable as there exists
an ideal trusted third party.
Security analysis. The computation of ourmethod can be separated into two parts, plaintext computation and cipher-
text computation. The security of ciphertext computation is guaranteed through themodular composition theorem [49],
which offers a general way for designing complex high-level secure protocols. Firstly, we design the high-level pro-
tocol by assuming that a series of simple sub-protocols exist. Then we design each sub-protocol meeting the security
guarantee and then plug them as sub-routines in the high-level protocol. The modular composition theorem formally
stated that, if the high-level protocol can be securely evaluated its function with ideal protocols, then the security and
functionality maintained by replacing all the ideal sub-protocols with sub-routines [49].

For all the participant wind farms, the data providers only do plaintext computation of their own data, thus intro-
ducing no privacy risk. The computation servers only see the secret shares of the raw data and carry all the ciphertext
computation. In our method, all the cross party computation are designed to be evaluated in the ciphertext, and all
the ciphertext computation logic is modular compositions of secure addition, subtraction, multiplication, comparison,
reciprocal as well as exponential, which are well-studied and commonly provided by most semi-honest MPC platforms
like [19, 20]. Thus, the security of each wind farm’s data is preserved.

Note that he participants selection stage only utilizes 2 week history data of each wind farm to select the most
similar participants in plaintext as the correlation among wind farms in a specific season is relatively stable and the
MMD calculation is computationally intensive. In practice, this method performs effectively.

7. Case Studies
The proposed privacy-preserving prediction method is tested on the field measurement data of a wind farm cluster

in Inner Mongolia, China. The privacy preserving machine learning algorithms are implemented on the PrivPy, a
general-purpose MPC platform [19] which offers a series of secure operations based on 2-out-of-4 secret sharing
protocol. All the evaluations are performed on a Kubernetes (k8s) cluster [50] that is deployed on two 64-core AMD
EPYC CPUs with 256GB RAM. Each wind farm and computing server is deployed as a separate k8s container, and
the round-trip time between each pair is approximately 0.1ms.
7.1. Data Set and Test Description

The wind power and NWP data from Jan. 1st 2021 to July 23th 2021 are recorded with a time step of 15 minutes.
The locations of 27 wind farms are shown in Figure 6. We will use a wind farm located in the center of the chosen
cluster as the target wind farm for example to illustrate the effectiveness of privacy preserving collaborative prediction
model, pwXGBoost.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the pwXGBoost, the root mean square error (RMSE)

RMSE =

√

√

√

√
1
k

k
∑

i=1
(xti − x̂ti)2 (12)

and the mean absolute error (MAE)

MAE = 1
k

k
∑

i=1

|

|

xti − x̂ti|| (13)

are used as the indexes to assess the prediction accuracy on the dataset, where k is the number of the samples in
the dataset. xti is the i th wind power sample at time t and x̂ti is the predicted i th wind power sample at time t.
7.2. The Prediction Results of the Privacy Preserving Collaborative Prediction Model

The privacy preserving XGBoost model is the method proposed in this paper for the ultra-short-term wind power
prediction. The key advantage of this method is that it can not only utilize the historical wind power andNWP data from
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Figure 6: The Location of Wind Farms

other wind farms without breaching the privacy, but also can extract the nonlinear spatial and temporal relationship
compared to the linear method before. To illustrate the effectiveness of the method, we compare it with the methods
which only utilize the local data and those use the linear model to extract the spatial and temporal correlation.
Local_XGBoost_wo_nwp This model only uses the local historical wind power data to train the XGBoost model.
The max depth of the tree in the model is 3, learning rate is 0.3 and the tree number which is the estimator of the
XGBoost is 80.
Local_XGBoost This model only uses the local historical wind power data and NWP data to train the XGBoost
model. The max depth of the tree in the model is 3, learning rate is 0.3 and the tree number which is the estimator of
the XGBoost is 80.
Lasso_wo_nwp [8] This model can use the wind power from nearby wind farms but is the linear method. The alpha
parameter is 0.00005.
Lasso [8] This model can use the wind power and NWP data from nearby wind farms but is the linear method. The
alpha parameter is 0.00005.
pwXGBoost_wo_nwp_mmd This model can use the historical wind power from nearby wind farms. The nonlinear
spatial and temporal relationship can be extracted. The max depth of the tree in the model is 3, learning rate is 0.3 and
the tree number which is the estimator of the XGBoost is 80.
pwXGBoost_wo_mmd This model can use the historical wind power and NWP data from nearby wind farms. The
nonlinear spatial and temporal relationship can be extracted. The max depth of the tree in the model is 3, learning rate
is 0.3 and the tree number which is the estimator of the XGBoost is 80. The correlated wind farms are selected based
on the distance.
pwXGBoost This model can use the historical wind power and NWP data from nearby wind farms. The nonlinear
spatial and temporal relationship can be extracted. The max depth of the tree in the model is 3, learning rate is 0.3
and the tree number which is the estimator of the XGBoost is 80. The correlated wind farms are selected based on the
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Table 1
The Prediction Results of Different Models (%)

Method 1h 2h 3h 4h
RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE

Local_XGBoost_wo_nwp 4.035 2.678 4.876 3.403 5.426 3.938 5.554 3.920
Local_XGBoost 4.033 2.673 4.843 3.424 5.301 3.758 5.872 4.354
Lasso_wo_nwp 3.823 2.462 4.629 3.289 5.293 3.729 5.552 4.224

Lasso 3.817 2.401 4.583 3.181 5.243 3.881 5.790 4.269
pwXGBoost_wo_nwp_mmd 3.840 2.480 4.649 3.225 5.183 3.662 5.609 4.100

pwXGBoost_wo_mmd 3.812 2.443 4.536 3.167 5.232 3.723 5.553 3.920
pwXGBoost 3.781 2.346 4.409 2.962 4.923 3.453 5.325 3.761

MMD. The Prediction results of different models are as in Table 1.
According to the results in Table 1, the proposed pwXGBoost is better than the linear method especially when

the prediction time is longer. Because when the prediction horizontal increase, the nonlinear of the wind power also
increase and the superiority of pwXGBoost method is demonstrated. Besides, methods that take advantage of spatial
and temporal correlation patterns always performs better than those which do not exploit the correlation. It is found
that MMD is more effective when selecting the correlated wind farms than using the wind farm distance. We also
visualize the error density of the prediction model for the 4th hour in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Probability distribution of forecasting errors
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In Figure 7, the prediction error is plotted in hist gram and fitted by kernel density estimation method. It is proved
that the prediction error of the pwXGBoost is more centralized around zero which means it has better prediction
performance.
7.3. The Analysis of the Privacy Preserving Prediction Results

The prediction results of pwXGBoost, Lasso and Local_XGBoost are compared in Figure 8. In this test, it is
obvious that the wind power prediction method which uses the information from nearby wind farms performs better
than the method only uses the local data.

Figure 8: The Comparison of Different Prediction Results

According to the prediction results in Figure 8, we can also see that the pwXGBoost model is better than the
linear method especially in scenarios with rapid changes in wind power which is crucial for the safe operation of
power system. For the linear Lasso method, although it is easy to be implemented, its ability to capture the trend and
extreme values is inferior to the nonlinear pwXGBoost.
7.4. The Correlation Analysis of the Wind Farms

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the participant selection stage. The MMD distances between
each pair of wind farms are shown in Figure 9.

We adjusted the value of the � (the threshold of Equation 11), the wind farms can be divided into different groups
and different number wind farms will be selected as the participant wind farms. Larger � means more wind farms will
be selected as the participant wind farms. The RMSE under different � is shown in Figure 10.

The results show that when the threshold is in the range of 0.7 and 1, the number of selected wind farms are
the same and the RMSE is the lowest. When the threshold is set too low (< 0.7), fewer wind farms will participate,
and spatial and temporal correlation information is also constrained, resulting in an increase in the RMSE. On the
other hand, if the threshold is set too high (> 1.0), the various participating wind farms may introduce too diverse
distributions, also increasing the RMSE.
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Figure 9: The Correlation of Wind Farms Based on MMD

Figure 10: The RMSE Under Different MMD Threshold
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Table 2
Time Test of Training and Prediction Process

Parties Training Time (s) Inference time (s)
Linear Reg XGB Linear Reg XGB

5 108.1 1421.0 11.2 155.3
10 111.3 2276.4 11.3 284.9
15 131.4 3181.0 13.2 402.8
20 140.6 3958.7 14.2 566.5
25 161.0 4736.8 14.2 659.9
27 169.1 5214.9 15.2 714.3

7.5. Scalability and Computation Cost
The training time and prediction time of the privacy preserving ultra-short-term wind power prediction model

is also important for the practical appplication. If it consumes a lot of time when training and prediction, it is not
applicable and acceptable. Therefore, we test the consuming time of the privacy preserving XGBoost.

From Table 2, it can be seen that even when all the 27 wind farms are included in the training and prediction
process, the training time is less than 1.5h and the prediction time is less than 12min. In our prediction process, the
12 wind farms are selected based on the MMD method, the training time are reduced to less than 53 minutes and the
prediction time are less than 400s, which is acceptable in practice.

8. Conclusion
Exploiting spatial and temporal correlation is useful to improve the accuracy of the ultra-short-term wind power.

Taking data security and regulation policy issues into account, this paper proposes a privacy-preserving ultra-short-
term wind power prediction method pwXGBoost based on secret sharing protocol and carefully chosen collaborative
neighboring wind farms. The test results on the Inner Mongolian data set proved the ability of nonlinear feature
extraction compared to the linear model and the data security is guaranteed mathematically.

According to the case study results, the RMSE of the method which uses the selected wind farms to train the
prediction model is 0.4% lower than that of the method which only uses the local wind farm data in the 4− tℎ hour. In
themeanwhile, the prediction time of privacy preservingmethod is less than 5min. Therefore, this method is acceptable
for the application.

Besides, the secure multi party computation theory is scalable to the other nonlinear operation. Since neural
network is another widely used method in wind farm power prediction, we can also build neural network based on
secure multi party computation theory and secret share protocol. In the future, we will adopted the secret sharing
protocol to the neural network and designed the privacy preserving wind power prediction method based on neural
network to test its performance.

A. Secure Multi Party Computation
Secure Multi Party Computation (MPC) has a long history in the cryptography community, it enables a group

of data providers to jointly compute an agreed function without disclosing their data. One of the most fundamental
building blocks of MPC is secret sharing, which is the basis of most current MPC platforms [20, 19]. t-out-of-n
secret sharing splits a secret input x into n shares, satisfying that any t shares can completely reconstruct x while any
shares less than t reveal nothing. For example, a commonly-used 2-out-of-3 secret sharing protocol splits x into [x] =
{[x]1, [x]2, [x]3} = {(x1, x2), (x2, x3), (x3, x1)} and let three computation servers hold the shares, respectively [20, 51].
[x] satisfy that x ≡

∑j=3
j=1 xj( mod M) where M is a large integer, usually 2k, making xj , i ∈ 1, 2, 3 uniformly

distributed in a ring of ℤ2k . It is obvious that any two servers (or more) can together construct x while each single
server learns nothing.

To make MPC general (i.e., to support arbitrary functions), researchers and engineers have proposed so-called
general-purpose MPC platforms, which offers a series of basic secure operations like secure addition, subtraction,
multiplication, comparison which can be composed together to support complex functions like square-root and division
and more advanced functions like machine-learning functions (e.g., secure principal component analysis [47]). All the
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secure basic operations are cryptographic protocols among the computation servers and preserve the privacy of the
secret input x during the computation. The computation process of these secret-sharing based MPC platforms has
three stages:initialization stage, computation stage and reveal stage.
Secret share initialization stage. For N data providers, they encode the original data x(i), i ∈ 1, ..., N into the
secret share [x(i)] according to the specific t-out-of-n secret sharing protocol and pass the each share to the target
computation server. In the end of this stage, each computation server sj , j ∈ 1, ..., n will hold N secret shares of
the all the data providers, {[x(i)]j}i=Ni=1 . In the above 2-out-of-3 secret sharing protocol, the three servers will hold
{(x(i)1 , x

(i)
2 )}

i=N
i=1 , {(x(i)2 , x(i)3 )}i=Ni=1 , {(x(i)1 , x(i)3 )}i=Ni=1 , respectively.

Computation stage. For any valid function f (xi, i ∈ 1, ..., n) that all the data providers agreed, it will be constructed
as the modular composition of the basic secure operations, which means that in the end of each secure operation, the
computation servers will hold the secret shares of the corresponding result. For example, after the evaluation of secure
addition between secret shares [x] and [y], the computation servers should hold the secret share [z]where z = x+y. In
this stage, all the n computation servers will evaluate the composed secure operations sequentially for the final result.
Reveal stage. After the computation stage of f , the computation servers will hold the secret shares of the final result
(i.e., [f (xi, i ∈ 1, ..., n)]). In this final stage, all the computation servers will pass its share to one party (predefined
in the beginning) to reconstruct f (xi, i ∈ 1, ..., n). In fact, the reveal stage can based on the blockchain technology to
regulate the information exchange and its profit allocation [52].

B. Secure Operations for Secret Sharing Based MPC Platforms.
In this section, we first introduce some basic secure operations briefly, showing how the secret sharing compu-

tation works. In the end, we introduce secure division operation to demonstrate how to compose basic operations for
complex functions.
Secure addition. For two data x and y, their secret shares are [x] and [y]. It is self-evidently additive homomorphic
because [x] + [y] = [x + y]. Each computation server can locally compute the share of the sum in the computation
process.
Secure subtraction. In the secret sharing computation, addition and subtraction are equivalent, as x minus y is
equivalent to x plus the opposite of y. Servers can firstly construct the share of [−y] locally by computing the opposite
of its own shares as −y ≡ ∑i=n

i=1 −yi( mod M). Then compute [x − y] through [x] + [−y].
Secure multiplication. Computingmultiplication usually requires communications among the computation servers.
Take the above 2-out-of-3 secret sharing and ABY3 [51] multiplication protocol for example, defining z = xy. As
x = (x1 + x2 + x3)(y1 + y2 + y3), we can define [z] as z1 = x1y1 + x1y2 + x2y1 + �1, z2 = x2y2 + x2y3 + x3y2 + �2
and z3 = x3y3 + x3y1 + x1y3 + �3 where ∑j=3

j=1 �j = 0. Each computation server j firstly locally compute its share
zj , then communicate its share to the previous server for valid secret shares (as we require each server hold two shares
from {z1, z2, z3}).
Secure comparison. When two numbers x and y are compared, x < y equals a Boolean indicating whether (x− y)
is negative. So the computation servers can firstly compute [x − y] based on the secure subtraction protocol and then
use the bit extraction protocol [36] to securely extract the sign bit of [x− y]. If the highest bit is 1, it means that x− y
is negative and therefore x < y.
Secure division. Comparing with other basic operations, computing non-linear functions like secure division is
more involved. As [x] divides [y] is equivalent to [x] multiply [ 1y ], how to compute the reciprocal of [y] (i.e., [ 1y ]) isimportant.

As 1y is the solution of Equation 14, it is obvious that the solution x = 1
y .

f (x) = 1
x
− y = 0 (14)
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As we know, the Taylor expansion of f (x) is as follows:

f (x) = f (x0) +
f ′ (x0)
1!

(x − x0) +
f ′′ (x0)
2!

(x − x0)2 + ... +
f n(x0)
n!

(x − x0)n (15)

The first order approximation of f (x) is used to get the solution which is the Newton-Raphson method. The
approximate solution can be calculated as follows:

xn+1 = xn −
f (xn)
f ′ (xn)

= 2xn − ax2n (16)

Thus, we can compose a series of secure subtraction and multiplication to update xn+1 till it converges to the
expected reciprocal.
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